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Abstract
HTTP cookies are small files that can make surfing the web faster and more convenient. They can allow
sites to recognize returning users so that they can avoid repetitive log in procedures when they visit their
favorite sites. Although these type of cookies can be beneficial, they can also be used by third parties to
track users. When a user visits a domain and cookies are set on their machine directly from that site’s
server, these are called first-party cookies. When a third-party site sets cookies on this same domain,
these are referred to as third-party cookies. Many of these third-party cookies are used to track user
activity as they navigate within the domain and even when they leave to visit other domains. In the past
few years, the five major shipping browsers have all implemented new privacy settings to help stop
users from having their activities tracked.
In this paper, we describe our investigation of the effects of cookie blocking and privacy. We
conducted two experiments to determine the effectiveness of cookie blocking in different browsers. Our
first experiment was to collect raw statistics from all five major browsers while visiting all of
Quantcast’s top 100 sites. We wrote a code in Python that opened all 100 pages at once in each browser,
and then counted the number of cookies that were set, prevalence of each cookie name and the number
of unique domains that set cookies. We ran this experiment with third-party cookies blocked and
unblocked to compare the difference in each browser. Our second approach was an analysis of traffic to
get a closer look at the exchange of cookies between our machine and different web servers using
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Wireshark. When we opened individual packets, we were able to locate the source IP addresses and
domain names that the cookies originated from so we could tell who was setting cookies.
In our numerical results, we found that tracking cookies make up about 25% of all of the cookies
set throughout our testing. Through traffic analysis, we found that third parties are finding alternative
ways to set cookies on user’s machines by making them appear as first party cookies. That being said,
we can say that many first party cookies could still potentially be trackers.

I. Introduction
The computing industry has been changing rapidly over the past two decades because of the
ongoing development of the internet. Because of the growing complexity of web applications and the
stateless nature of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), the HTTP cookie was created to store textual
information that a web application can use to identify clients and provide a state of information. A
cookie is a small text file stored on a user’s computer. Cookies are employed for a variety of reasons
including enhancing user’s online experience by helping sites recognize users when they return. By
recognizing users each time they return, cookies can help by storing information such as a password or
simple preferences so that users don’t have to go through a repetitive process each time they want to
visit one of their favorite sites. (1)
Although cookies can make things more convenient for users, they also raise a privacy issue. A
common distinction must be drawn between first-party cookies and third-party cookies. (2) The former is
issued by the website the user is visiting; the latter by a completely different website. Third-party
cookies (Third-party cookies) are commonly used to track users across different websites, usually for
analytics or advertising purposes. Thus for privacy-sensitive users, blocking third-party cookies is seen
as a convenient and effective way of preventing tracking by advertising and other companies without
disabling the basic functionality of the web. (3)
Although blocking cookies may benefit consumer privacy, it is detrimental to analytics
companies, since it can skew data that is essential to maintaining their business model. A recent
ComScore study showed that frequent cookie deleting and rejection by users can result in more than 2.5
fold inflation of unique users. (4) To ensure the integrity of their data, many analytics and advertising
companies are beginning to find ways to bypass the blocking of third-party cookies. According to a
study by Web Trends Inc. (A global web analytics company) many companies have begun to set their
third-party cookies as first-party cookies in order to keep their analytics as accurate as possible. (5) In
addition to these first-party tracking cookies, there are also a few other ways that sites are bypassing the
blocking of third-party cookies. Setting third-party cookies in JavaScript allows for the cookie to be set
at run time and the cookie value can be sent back to the third-party server, so the cookie is set within the
page and looks like a third party cookie. DNS aliasing can also have the same masking effect, because it
can make a third-party server appear as if it is part of the first-party server. (6)
Our motivation in this research was to answer a few questions about third-party cookies and the
effects of blocking them. First we wanted to find out if blocking third-party cookies was sufficient for
users to avoid being tracked by third parties. With this data, we wanted to also find whether or not thirdparty cookies were still relevant to analytics and advertising companies, and if the distinction between
first and third party cookies still mattered. If there were cookies that were able to still track users even
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with third-party cookies blocked, this would mean that the distinction between parties would be
irrelevant because third parties would have to use different methods of setting third-party cookies.

II. Background
Cookies have raised public concerns on internet privacy because they can be used to track and
build user profiles. In addition, some cookies could contain additional personal information. Yue (20)
developed an extension to Firefox named CookiePicker that automatically validates the usefulness of
cookies from a web site and set the cookie usage permission on behalf of users. A Web page is
automatically retrieved twice by enabling and disabling some cookies. If there are obvious differences
between the two retrieved results, cookies as classified as useful; otherwise, they are marked as useless.
CookiePicker reduces privacy and security risks.
Informed consent indicates that the consent a person gives meets certain minimum standards.
For a person to give informed consent, he needs to have and understanding of the facts, implications,
and future consequences of an action. The person should be in possession of all relevant facts at the time
consent is given. Friedman(13) researched the importance of informed consent in Web-based interactions,
focusing on the way cookies are managed in the Web browser.
Click fraud is a common attack on Internet advertising. Advertising contributes to the support of
the Internet by covering the some expenses of the content publishers’ sites. Some publishers use packets
generation tools or automated clicking links tools to attack competitors. Metwally(17) developed a
method to detect these attacks based on counting cookies.

III. Methods
Two separate methods were used in collecting data in this research. In a practical approach to solving
our problem we split our experiment up into two sections. Section one was a statistical approach in
which we gathered raw data from browsers while using privacy settings as a variable. Section two
analyzed the exchange cookies between our machine and web servers using a traffic analysis tool.

Cookie Counting
In our research, we analyzed the five major shipping browsers and a representative sample of 100
websites. According to W3School (7) the five most popular web browsers are Internet Explorer 8, Firefox
3.6, Opera 10.6, Google Chrome 5.0 and Safari 5.0. To test these browsers, we used Quancast (8) to
provide us a list of the top 100 websites by volume in the U.S for the month of July.
The behavior of cookies will be analyzed when third party cookies are blocked and when they are
allowed. Figure 1 below shows the procedure we will follow for each one of the cases in which thirdparty cookies are blocked and unblocked.
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Figure 1: Cookie counting flowchart.

Testing:

Testing was performed on a Macbook Air Mid 2009 running Mac OS X 10.6.4 and Windows 7 on its
boot camp partitioned.
To ensure the consistency and integrity of the data a series of steps will be followed in order to
keep consistency between browsers and operating systems.
Steps.

1. All operating systems were updated to ensure all security measures were applied.
2. A bookmarks file was created for all browsers. The top 100 websites had been split into five
groups of twenty.
3. Flash Website Storage will be deleted from the online utility from macromedia
http://www.macromedia.com/support/documentation/en/flashplayer/help/settings_manager07.ht
ml
4. Cookies and temporary files were removed from all browser before testing
5. Verify that the Cookie settings were in either accept all, or block 3rd party cookies.
6. Visit the Top 100 websites in groups of 20 to ensure not to crash any browser.
7. Before closing the websites, we will collect the cookie information and save it on a secondary
location for further analysis. Closing the browsers before collecting the cookies will yield the
loss of session cookies.
8. Custom scripts were developed for to count each cookie.
9. Run script and collect data.
10. Data Analysis.

Traffic Analysis Methods
Wireshark Graph Analysis: After counting the cookies set in each browser with different privacy
settings, we were able to perform a traffic analysis of our machine using Wireshark. Wireshark is a
traffic sniffing tool that allows the user to see all traffic coming in and out of their computer. We used
the Quantcast top 100 sites and wrote a script in Python that opened all of the pages one by one in
Firefox (with Third-party cookies blocked). To only view packets containing cookies, we used the
filters “http.set_cookie” and “http.cookie” in Wireshark, which showed only cookie traffic entering and
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leaving the computer. As the pages opened, Wireshark would capture the filtered packets in an IO graph
into two separate lines (incoming and outgoing). Each time a page was done loading, the script would
wait 10 seconds to ensure that all data was exchanged and then close the page and proceed to the next
one. This way, the packet data between individual sites would not be mixed. Since the x-axis in the
Wireshark graph used time as a unit of measurement, we kept a graph key that has a time value on the xaxis for each of the top 100 sites. Once we had the graph, we saved it as a .PNG image and were able to
analyze further from there.
Packet Analysis: After finding the sites that had the most traffic, we did a packet analysis of these
sites using Wireshark. In Wireshark, users can look inside TCP packets and find data such as the source
address, the destination address and the data stored in the body text. In the body of the text we were
able to see the domain that the cookie came from, as well as expiration dates and any additional values
the cookie contains. Figure 2 shows the structure of an IP packet.

Figure 2: Contents of a TCP packet

IV. Results and Discussion
After our analysis of the IO graph from Wireshark, we found that there is still a large amount of data
sent back to each website servers, even with third-party cookies blocked. The IO utility revealed that
even on sites that set fewer cookies, the amount of data sent back to the servers is greater than the
original amount.
In our packet analysis we were able to look at the individual packets sent back and forth from our
computer and the different web servers. In figure 3 a screenshot of Wireshark shows us the source IP
address and domain which the packet came from. What we found was that many cookies were still being
set in JavaScript by third parties, but they were set directly on the first party site. Therefore they are
considered first party cookies by Firefox. This means that some sites have found a way to bypass the
blocking of third party cookies and continue to track users for analytics and/or advertising purposes.
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Figure 3: Wireshark showing cookies.

Blocking third-party cookies does reduce on average 40% the number of cookies on the browser
as seen on figure 3 A 2:1 relationship between the number of unique cookie name and the unique cookie
domain was observed. However, despite blocking third-parties cookies, we found that tracking cookies
are still present in the form of first party cookies. The Results in figure 4 represent a detail view from
Apples’ Safari 5.0 web browser. In our domain analysis we found there were some cases when thirdparty doubled the number of cookies set on the Among the top cookie names were the following:
__umta , __qca and s_vi. These cookies belong to companies like Google, Quancast and Omniture. In
spite of the fact that blocking third-party cookies reduces by 40% on average, it was found that tracking
cookies make up more than 25% on average from the total number of cookies on this test.
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Figure 4 Top five browsers top 100 websites cookie analysis.

V. Conclusion
After analyzing our results, we found that in order to avoid being tracked by third-parties, simply
blocking third-party cookies is not enough. In Wireshark we were able to see this clearly, as cookies
are set in JavaScript on the first party site so the browser picks them up as first party cookies. Cookie
sharing through server synchronization is a possible way that third parties use to obtain user activity
information. Although this method is undetectable, it is a possibility that we must consider since it is as
simple as a regular site sharing user data with a third party advertiser or analytics company. Cookies set
in flash (Locally Stored Objects or LSO’s) also go undetected by the major browsers and users are
forced to delete them by other means. Web bugs and beacons are usually set as small images on sites
and they are used to track activity within a site, while collecting simple data such as IP address. For
users to completely avoid being tracked, they may want to implement additional plug-ins on their
browser such as:
•
•
•

BetterPrivacy: Add-on which allows users to delete LSO’s (Flash Cookies)
NoScript: Allows JavaScript, Java and other executable content to run only from trusted
domains.
Ghostery: Detects the "invisible" third party trackers, web bugs, pixels, and beacons
placed on web pages by ad networks, behavioral data providers, web publishers, and
other companies interested in your activity.

Based on these findings, we can conclude that there is a lack of distinction emerging between first and
third party cookies, since there are so many new ways to track user’s activities on the web. Since the
business models of so many companies rely heavily on this data, they must keep their analytics data
accurate so that they can stay relevant. Since blocking third-party cookies has begun to skew their data,
third-party cookies have become far less effective than in the past, and new methods of tracking have
emerged
Users who block third party cookies have a limited success in avoiding third party tracking. In
fact 33% of the sites, who issue the most number of cookies, in our visit to the top 100 with cookies
unblocked, were actually from different domains. Advertisers and third party trackers make up to 33%
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when looking at the Cookie names. Users who wish to avoid web tracking through cookies must also
block some first party cookies.
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Cookie counting data
The information that proceeds is broken up by browser and the tables are separated by
our cookie counting method. The goal is show the numerical difference between thirdparty cookies unblocked vs. third-party cookies blocked. We collected this data by
running a custom script tailored to each browser, and then sorted the data in descending
order.
Safari
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.insightexpressai.com
23 __qca
40
.pubmatic.com
22 __utma
39
.rubiconproject.com
16 __utmb
39
.revsci.net
13 __utmz
39
.whitepages.com
11 s_vi
25
.ask.com
10
TRUE
23
.casalemedia.com
10 s_pers
10
.people.com
10 rsi_segs
9
.photobucket.com
10 uid
8
.rad.msn.com
10 ACOOKIE
7
.bestbuy.com
9 __qseg
7
.fetchback.com
9 GUID
6
.metacafe.com
9 OAX
6
.microsoft.com
9 WT_FPC
6
.netflix.com
9 ak-mobile-detected
6
.adbrite.com
8 AA002
5
.ads.pointroll.com
8 mbox
5
.att.com
8 v1st
5
.cnet.com
8 BX
4
.zedo.com
8 MUID
4
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.whitepages.com
11 __utma
40
.ask.com
10 __utmb
40
.people.com
10 __utmz
40
.photobucket.com
10 __qca
38
.rad.msn.com
10 TRUE
19
.yellowpages.com
10 s_vi
19
.bestbuy.com
9 s_pers
10
.metacafe.com
9 rsi_segs
9
.microsoft.com
9 __qseg
7
.netflix.com
9 WT_FPC
6
.att.com
8 ACOOKIE
5
.cnet.com
8 mbox
5
.candystand.com
7 NGUserID
4
.evite.com
7 s_nr
4
.examiner.com
7 v1st
4
.go.com
7 CFID
3
.huffingtonpost.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.ign.com
7 GUID
3
.pandora.com
7 MUID
3
.reference.com
7 OAX
3
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Firefox
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.rubiconproject.com
22 __qca
43
.pubmatic.com
20 __utmz
42
.insightexpressai.com
15 __utma
42
.revsci.net
14 __utmb
42
.photobucket.com
11 s_vi
26
.whitepages.com
11 s_pers
10
.washingtonpost.com
11 rsi_segs
9
.people.com
10 uid
8
.ask.com
10 ACOOKIE
7
.yellowpages.com
10 __qseg
7
.rad.msn.com
10 ak-mobile-detected
6
.fetchback.com
9 GUID
6
ad.yieldmanager.com
9 WT_FPC
6
.huffingtonpost.com
9 OAX
6
.bestbuy.com
9 OAID
6
.netflix.com
9 __g_u
6
.microsoft.com
9 AA002
5
.casalemedia.com
9 v1st
5
.metacafe.com
8 mbox
5
.zedo.com
8 MUID
5
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.photobucket.com
11 __utmz
40
.whitepages.com
11 __utma
40
.washingtonpost.com
11 __utmb
40
.people.com
10 __qca
37
.ask.com
10 s_vi
19
.yellowpages.com
10 s_pers
10
.rad.msn.com
10 rsi_segs
8
.metacafe.com
9 __qseg
7
.huffingtonpost.com
9 WT_FPC
6
.bestbuy.com
9 __g_u
6
.netflix.com
9 ACOOKIE
5
.microsoft.com
9 mbox
5
.cnet.com
8 __utmv
4
.att.com
8 v1st
4
.examiner.com
7 s_nr
4
.pandora.com
7 NGUserID
4
.ign.com
7 OAX
3
.go.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.dailymotion.com
7 CFID
3
.wunderground.com
7 ak-mobile-detected
3
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Chrome
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.netflix.com
9 ACOOKIE
5
.microsoft.com
9 mbox
5
.cnet.com
8 __utmv
4
.att.com
8 v1st
4
.examiner.com
7 s_nr
4
.pandora.com
7 NGUserID
4
.ign.com
7 OAX
3
.go.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.dailymotion.com
7 CFID
3
.wunderground.com
7 ak-mobile-detected
3
.netflix.com
9 ACOOKIE
5
.microsoft.com
9 mbox
5
.cnet.com
8 __utmv
4
.att.com
8 v1st
4
.examiner.com
7 s_nr
4
.pandora.com
7 NGUserID
4
.ign.com
7 OAX
3
.go.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.dailymotion.com
7 CFID
3
.wunderground.com
7 ak-mobile-detected
3
Third-Party Cookies Unblocked
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
.netflix.com
9 ACOOKIE
5
.microsoft.com
9 mbox
5
.cnet.com
8 __utmv
4
.att.com
8 v1st
4
.examiner.com
7 s_nr
4
.pandora.com
7 NGUserID
4
.ign.com
7 OAX
3
.go.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.dailymotion.com
7 CFID
3
.wunderground.com
7 ak-mobile-detected
3
.netflix.com
9 ACOOKIE
5
.microsoft.com
9 mbox
5
.cnet.com
8 __utmv
4
.att.com
8 v1st
4
.examiner.com
7 s_nr
4
.pandora.com
7 NGUserID
4
.ign.com
7 OAX
3
.go.com
7 CFTOKEN
3
.dailymotion.com
7 CFID
3
.wunderground.com
7 ak-mobile-detected
3
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Internet Explorer
Medium Privacy Setting
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
interclick.com/
3 vrid
webmd.com/
2 gs
gigya.com/
1 BizoID
www.microsoft.com/
2 scg
causes.com/
4 wlidperf
ad.wsod.com/
2 PRID
openxadmin.netdna.com/
1 AUDid
apple.com/
2 bcookie
ads.pubmatic.com/
1 gc
merriam-webster.com/
4 aud
alvenda.com/
2 KRTBCOOKIE_57
bbc.co.uk/
3 PRgo
legolas-media.com/
3 segments
pronto.com/
5 _csoot
www.msn.com/
1 pubfreq_16238_11042_1030962336
undertone.com/
1 p_first_entry
crwdcntrl.net/
1 Apache
teracent.net/
2 tg
break.com/
5 dsavip
www.mtv.com/
1 pubfreq_22621

Occurrences
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

High Privacy Setting
Unique Cookie Domain
Unique Cookie Name
Domain Name
Occurrences
Cookie Name
Occurrences
interclick.com/
4 gs
gigya.com/
1 BizoID
causes.com/
4 scg
ad.wsod.com/
2 wlidperf
mathtag.com/
1 PRID
apple.com/
1 bcookie
ads.pubmatic.com/
1 gc
content.yieldmanager.com/ak/
1 aud
bluestreak.com/
1 KRTBCOOKIE_57
cnet.com/
8 PRgo
legolas-media.com/
3 segments
undertone.com/
1 p_first_entry
www.burstnet.com/
1 Apache
edgeadx.net/
1 tg
suresafe1.adsovo.com/
1 dsavip
cookie.monster.com/
1 pubfreq_22621
ebayrtm.com/rtm
1 AA002
opt.fimserve.com/
4 DMEXP
photobucket.com/
2 _UR
doubleclick.net/
1 O65121

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
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